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Planet of Gold is a fascinating and meticulously researched account of the first stirrings of the Earth, when
alien gods mastered our universe. Paris' hypothesis of these gods sending tons of gold from our planet may
challenge your beliefs, but with great skill, he weaves a believable and astounding conclusion of why
religions developed and how these beliefs have become permanently intertwined in our history. The gold of
Earth, transformed into a "monatomic super conducting gold powder", could bring health and longevity.
Additionally, it was a powerful and clean energy source. The knowledge about gold powder was the explicit
privilege of the gods. For us, it has been classified as 'forbidden knowledge.' The gold, and the gold powder,
was the reason behind such events as the creation of man, the confusion of the tongues, the destruction of
cities, and the introduction of religions, like Christianity and Islam. Their action, to violently deprive us from
using gold powder, is visible in our current state of being: a world dominated by diseases, mental
enslavement by religious dogmas, and pollution leading to a climate crisis. Paris' book is a stunningly
revealing look at ancient kings, prophets and agents, secret societies, the Holy Inquisition, the Bible, and
other religious teachings. Planet of Gold will open your eyes to an entirely different way of observing your
faith and your world. ABOUT THE AUTHOR-Andreas Paris lives with his wife and two children in
Stockholm, Sweden. He is a retired IT Specialist and is currently working on a second volume about the
Planet of Gold.
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From reader reviews:

Dora Gourley:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive now, people have
do something to make these survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated it for a while is reading. Yeah, by
reading a reserve your ability to survive enhance then having chance to endure than other is high. For you
who want to start reading any book, we give you this specific Planet of Gold book as beginner and daily
reading e-book. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Jean Proffitt:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
so. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a book will give you a lot of new details. When
you read a guide you will get new information because book is one of numerous ways to share the
information as well as their idea. Second, reading through a book will make a person more imaginative.
When you examining a book especially fictional works book the author will bring that you imagine the story
how the characters do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to some others. When you
read this Planet of Gold, you are able to tells your family, friends as well as soon about yours guide. Your
knowledge can inspire the mediocre, make them reading a reserve.

Jerry Blair:

The book with title Planet of Gold posesses a lot of information that you can learn it. You can get a lot of
benefit after read this book. That book exist new understanding the information that exist in this reserve
represented the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to know how the improvement of
the world. This book will bring you with new era of the internationalization. You can read the e-book with
your smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

Nancy Thornton:

A lot of people said that they feel uninterested when they reading a publication. They are directly felt it when
they get a half parts of the book. You can choose typically the book Planet of Gold to make your personal
reading is interesting. Your own skill of reading expertise is developing when you such as reading. Try to
choose simple book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the opinion about book and reading especially.
It is to be 1st opinion for you to like to start a book and learn it. Beside that the reserve Planet of Gold can to
be your new friend when you're really feel alone and confuse in what must you're doing of these time.
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